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Abstract. We propose a framework for the modeling of futures and dividends,
based on the concept of tradeable securities. We show how dividends can be incor-
porated in a consistent manner, both for the case of continuous dividend payments,
and in the case of cash dividends. We then show that future contracts may be
treated as a special case of these dividend models.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays it is perfectly understood, at least at a conceptual level, how to price
European options with non-dividend paying stocks as the underlying asset [4, 7].
In this note we will clarify stock-price models with dividends. By introducing the
economic concept of a tradeable we are able to conceptually reduce models with
dividends to models without dividends.
In the standard Black-Scholes model with one stock and one bank account with
fixed interest rate r > 0 the stock and bank account are considered to be basic
tradeables. For the stock it is clear that one can trade it and as our bank account
is equivalent to a zero coupon bond on a fixed time interval [0, T ], it is also clear
that we may view our bank account as a tradeable. It is assumed that there are
no transaction costs, that shortselling is allowed and that the products are per-
fectly divisible. For the market participants we assume that they possess a perfect
memory, an assumption that is reflected in the use of the concept of filtration.
Given the assumptions above, every product that can be made from these two
basic tradeables by a reasonable self-financing strategy (to be defined later on) is
a tradeable as well.
Introducing dividends in such models means that the ex-dividend price process of
the stock can no longer be thought of as a tradeable. Indeed it is clear that nobody
would like to invest in such an asset without receiving the dividend stream. It is
therefore useful to investigate how dividends can be incorporated in models for
markets of tradeables.
This paper will be split into three parts. In the first part we will briefly discuss
continuous dividends and in the second part the general case of both continuous
and discrete dividends. We will discuss futures in the last part, where after a formal
definition of future price processes we can show that a future can be considered to
be a special case of the dividend-carrying assets treated before.
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2 Continuous Dividends

We assume given a filtered probability space (Ω,F , (Ft)t∈[0,T ], P ) where the filtra-
tion (Ft)t∈[0,T ] is the usual one associated with a given standard Brownian Motion
W : Ω× [0, T ] → R where T > 0 is a given fixed time-horizon. Our bank account
is given as

dBt = rtBt dt

where r : Ω× [0, T ] → R+ is1 a given strictly positive adapted continuous process
so r is not necessarily a function of time alone (let alone a constant).
We also assume that the adapted càdlàg stochastic process S : Ω × [0, T ] →
R++ describes the price of one unit of stock ex-dividend. We further assume the
existence of an adapted stochastic process δ : Ω× [0, T ] → R+ satisfying

E
∫ T

0

δudu < ∞ (P − a.s.)

The interpretation of this process is as follows. Assume you own x shares of stock
during the time interval ]ta, tb] with 0 ≤ ta ≤ tb ≤ T , then you will receive at time
tb the amount of money x

∫ tb
ta
δudu as dividend. It goes without saying that in our

context x may be negative or noninteger as well.
We will not assume that S (the ex-dividend price process of the stock) is a tradeable
and this is economically perfectly clear: possession of one unit of stock during the
time interval ]ta, tb] or ]t̄a, tb] where t̄a 6= ta leads to different results at time tb. In
fact, we will need to construct the tradeable S̃ from S.
Informally we would reason as follows. Suppose we start at time zero with x0 = 1
unit of stock. When we are at time t ∈ [0, T ] we have xt stocks. Let ε > 0 be
small. At time t+ ε we receive εxtδt money units which we immediately invest in
stock so

xt+ε = xt +
εxtδt
St+ε

Now let us define S̃t = xtSt. We are then inclined to view S̃ as the price process
of a tradeable. Now we have

S̃t+ε = xt+εSt+ε

= xtSt+ε + xtδtε

= xt(St + St+ε − St) + xtδtε

= xtSt + xt(∆
˜̃St + δtε)

= S̃t + xt(∆St + δtε)

or

∆S̃t = xt∆St + xtδtε

Formally we therefore proceed as follows. We are looking for a predictable adapted
stochastic process x : Ω × [0, T ] → R with x0 = 1 almost surely and an adapted

1We use the notation R+ = {x ∈ R | x ≥ 0} and R++ = {x ∈ R | x > 0}
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stochastic process S : Ω× [0, T ] → R such that the following equations are satisfied
simultaneously:

S̃t = S̃0 +
∫ t

0

xud(Su +Du) (2.1)

S̃t = xtSt (2.2)

where

Dt =
∫ t

0

δudu

defines the cumulative dividend process, and where we assume the above equations
to be well-defined, i.e. S +D is a semi-martingale.
Our economically motivated intuition says that in an arbitrage-free market model
there is precisely one predictable adapted process x such that the equations above
are satisfied, and we will now show that this intuition is correct. We will use the
well-known fact [4, 7] that in an arbitrage-free market containing S̃ and B, there
exists at least one measure Q such that S̃/B is a martingale under Q.

Theorem 2.1 Assume that S + D is a semi-martingale. Then there exists a
unique process x such that (S̃, B) is arbitrage-free while the equations (2.1)-(2.2)
above are satisfied.

Proof. We assumed that S+D is a semi-martingale and as D is a semi-martingale
as well it follows that S is also a semi-martingale. From the general theory of
stochastic integration it follows that S̃ is a semi-martingale too. As S is assumed
to be strictly positive and cadlag it follows from Ito’s lemma and a localization
argument (see for example Protter [8]) that 1/S is a semi-martingale and hence x
must be a semi-martingale too.
The pair (S̃, B) is assumed to be arbitrage-free and we therefore know that S̃/B
is a martingale under Q. But this implies, as we work in a Brownian setting, that
S̃ is a continuous semi-martingale. But this means that S +D is continuous (see
for example [8]) and since D is continuous, S has to be continuous too. And since

[S, x]t = Stxt −
∫ t

0

Sudxu −
∫ t

0

xudSu

= S0x0 −
∫ t

0

Sudxu +
∫ t

0

xudDu

by equation (2.1)-(2.2) so this shows that
∫ t
0
Sudxu, and hence x, has finite varia-

tion. Applying Ito’s rule to S = Sx and using the fact that x has finite variation
we find

dSt = Stdxt + xtdSt

and combining this with

dSt = xtdSt + xtdDt
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we find that

dxt =
xt
St
dDt

As D is non-decreasing, so is x. From the general theory of stochastic differential
equations it follows that

dxt =
xt
St
dDt

x0 = 1

has a unique strong predictable solution on [0, T ] (see for example Protter [8]). In
fact

xt = e
∫ t
0

δu
Su
du

which completes the proof.

Note that a proof of existence for the process xt could easily be settled using the
last few equations, but it is the uniqueness which is of particular interest here.

3 Continuous and Discrete Dividends

We would now like to be able to define on the same probability space with Brownian
filtration an asset process which may pay a discrete (i.e. cash) dividend equal to
D̃ on time tD ∈ ]0, T [ where D̃ ∈ FtD and such that

StD− − D̃ > 0 (P − a.s.)

where S again describes the ex-dividend process. In fact, we would even like to
consider cases where an asset pays both continuous and discrete dividends.
At this point we note that consistent treatment of dividends may still lead to dif-
ferent models under different assumptions. Quite often, nice properties of models
without dividends (such as the lognormal distributions in the standard Black-
Scholes model) disappear when the ex-dividend processes are adjusted with cash
dividends. As a result, certain approximations have been proposed in the litera-
ture to find option prices when the underlying asset pays cash dividends in the
future.(see for example the overview in [5]). Possibilities include the assumption
that the asset price minus the present value of all dividends to be paid until the
maturity of the option follows a Geometric Brownian Motion (the so called Es-
crowed Model), or that the asset price plus the forward value of all dividends (from
past dividend dates to today) follows a Geometric Brownian Motion (the Forward
Model). Simple computations show that in the Escrowed and the Forward Model
the prices for European options on dividend-paying assets reduce to the equivalent
European prices on assets without dividend payments, but with an adjusted value
of the current stock price or strike, respectively. Moreover, for American options it
is quite easy to adjust computation methods for assets without dividends to those
which include dividends. This seems to be the reason why these approaches have
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been popular among practitioners. There are, however, serious modeling problems
for these approaches. The Escrowed Model formulated above admits arbitrage op-
portunities for American options [1]. The reason for this is obvious: different
asset price process dynamics are assumed for products up until the first dividend
date. One can fix this by changing the definition to an assumption that the asset
price minus the present value of all dividends to be paid in the future follows a
Geometric Brownian Motion (an Adjusted Escrowed Model) but this would mean
that the prices of options will depend on the dividends which are being paid after
the options have expired which may be unsatisfactory as well, since this means
that a trader would have to adjust the price of a two-year option once his view on
the five-year dividend prediction changes [9]. All this exemplifies the need for a
consistent framework to model cash dividends.

Let Vt, St and Bt be cadlag ex-dividend price processes for assets V, S and B
which are strictly positive and let DV

t , D
S
t and DB

t denote the corresponding
right-continuous cumulative dividend processes which are increasing (and hence
of finite variation) and such that St + DS

t and Bt + DB
t are both continuous

semi-martingales. We will assume that DS
0 = DB

0 = DV
0 = 0 throughout the

paper.

We would like to define the notion of replicability i.e. the idea that the price
process of a certain asset V can be mimicked by trading in other assets.

Definition 3.1 We say that an asset V can be replicated using assets S and B iff
there exist adapted and predictable processes φS and φB such that for all t ∈ [0, T ]

Vt− = φSt St− + φBt Bt− (3.1)
d(Vt +DV

t ) = φSt d(St +DS
t ) + φBt d(Bt +DB

t ) (3.2)

where the first equation for t = 0 should be read as V0 = φS0S0 + φB0 B0 (i.e.
without taking left-hand side limits).

In this paper we will always use the above definition with DV ≡ 0 in (3.2) so one
could argue that it is more natural to leave this term out, but we keep the possi-
bility that V has its own dividend process open here, to emphasize the symmetry
in the replication formula.
Note that for continuous processes without dividends we find the classical defini-
tion of replication back, but the lefthand side limits in the first equations are an
important difference compared to the case without dividends. Indeed we can no
longer say that

Vt = φSt St + φBt Bt

as in the usual formulations in the absence of dividends, but instead

Vt + ∆DV
t = φSt (St + ∆DS

t ) + φBt (Bt + ∆DS
t )

which is of course a reformulation of (3.1) since Xt+∆DX
t = Xt−. This continuity

property needs to be assumed (for obvious economic reasons) for our assets S and
B but can then be derived for V , using results from stochastic calculus.
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If we define

φSt = ψSt Vt−/St− (3.3)
φBt = ψBt Vt−/St− (3.4)

then
dVt + dDV

t

Vt−
= ψSt

dSt + dDS
t

St−
+ ψBt

dBt + dDB
t

Bt−

for certain predictable adapted processes ψS and ψB such that

ψSt + ψBt = 1

The interpretation is that the rate of return of V (which equals the difference in
value based on changes in both the ex-dividend price and the dividends, divided
by the price before any dividends have been paid out) is based on percentages
invested in assets S and B. Working with percentages guarantees in an intuitive
manner that we only consider strategies which do not necessitate cash withdrawal
or injection, i.e. it is a convenient way to define self-financing strategies. However,
our definition above is slightly more general in the sense that it allows the price
processes becoming zero for certain times as well.
Throughout the paper we will assume DB = 0 i.e. our bank account does not pay
dividends (or coupons), only interest.

Theorem 3.1 Let DS
t = D̃1[tD,T ](t). Then there exists an asset price process V

with DV
t = 0 such that (1) V is a continuous semi-martingale, and (2) V can be

replicated using S only, i.e. such that φB ≡ 0.

Proof. We show that the process V = S̃ with

S̃t = St + 1[td,T ](t)
D̃

S(tD)
St

satisfies the requirements. Since S+DS and DS are semi-martingales, so is S and
hence S̃. First notice that

t < tD : S̃t = St S̃t− = St− (3.5)
t = tD : S̃tD = StD + D̃ S̃tD− = StD− (3.6)

t > tD : S̃t = St(1 + D̃
StD

) S̃t− = St−(1 + D̃
StD

) (3.7)

which shows that V = S̃ is indeed left-continuous (and hence continuous), because
St+∆DS

t = St− implies that StD +D̃ = StD− and also that St = St− when t 6= tD.
Since we would like to have ψB = φB ≡ 0 we must have ψS = 1 and we see from
(3.3) that it is thus left to prove that

dS̃t

S̃t−
= 1

d(St +DS
t )

St−
(3.8)
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for all t ∈ [0, T ]. But we have for t < tD that

dS̃t = dSt = dSt + dDS
t =

S̃t−
St−

d(St +DS
t )

as required, where we have used (3.5) and the definition of DS
t . For t = tD we

find, using (3.6)

dS̃t = dSt + dDS
t =

S̃t−
St−

d(St +DS
t )

and finally, for t > tD

dS̃t = dSt +
D̃

StD
dSt = (1 +

D̃

StD
)d(St +DS

t )

=
S̃t−
St−

d(St +DS
t )

so we are done.

The approach taken in the previous theorem formalizes the idea that we would
like to reinvest dividend payouts in the asset which pays the dividends. If we put
the dividend proceeds in the bank account instead we would expect to create a
value process

SBt = St + 1[td,T ](t)D̃
Bt
BtD

and this process can indeed also be replicated from S and B.

Corollary 3.1 The asset price process SB is a continuous semi-martingale which
can be replicated from S and B.

Proof. We have

SBtD = StD + D̃

SBtD− = StD−

SBtD+ = StD+ + D̃

so we have continuity for t = tD and in all other points S and B are both con-
tinuous, so there SB is continuous too. It is a semi-martingale since S + D was
assumed to be a semi-martingale while S+D−SB is clearly of bounded variation.
We therefore need to find ψS and ψB such that

dSBt
SBt

= ψSt
d(St +DS

t )
St−

+ ψBt
dBt
Bt

which by (3.8) is equivalent to

dSBt
SBt

= ψSt
dS̃t

S̃t
+ ψBt

dBt
Bt

(3.9)
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If we choose

ψSt =
S̃t
SBt

(3.10)

ψBt =
Bt

BtDS
B
t

D̃1]td,T ](t) (3.11)

the analysis goes through just like in the previous proof.

Notice that
lim
t↓tD

ψBt S
B
t = D̃

which means that we indeed invest the dividend payout in the bank account in
this case. Also note that

ψBtDS
B
tD 6= D̃

since ψB is left-continuous but not right-continuous in tD.

Corollary 3.2
If an asset can be replicated using the assets S and B, then it can be replicated
using the assets S̃ and B.
If an asset can be replicated using the assets S and B, then it can be replicated
using the assets SB and B.

Proof. The first statement can be concluded immediately from (3.8). For the
second one notice that we are looking for adapted and predictable ζS and ζB such
that

dVt = Vtζ
S
t

dSBt
S̃Bt

+ Vtζ
B
t

dB̃t
Bt

1 = ζSt + ζBt

while from the first part of the corollary we know that there exist adapted and
predictable ξSt and ξBt such that

dVt = Vtξ
S
t

dS̃t

S̃t
+ Vtξ

B
t

dBt
Bt

1 = ξSt + ξBt

But (3.9) shows that

dS̃t

S̃t
=

1
ψSt

dSBt
SBt

− ψBt
ψSt

dBt
Bt

(3.12)

so the result follows by taking

ζSt = ξS
t

ψS
t

ζBt = ξBt − ξSt
ψB

t

ψS
t
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since these sum to one, as required.

We now consider an arbitrage-free market with the assets (S̃, B) in it. We know
that there exists a measure Q, equivalent to our original measure P , such that
S̃/B is a martingale under Q.

Definition 3.2 We say that V is the price process of a tradeable asset iff

1. It can be replicated using S̃ and B, and

2. V/B is a martingale under Q.

The second part of the definition is needed since the first part only implies that
V/B is a local martingale, as the following theorem shows.

Theorem 3.2 If a continuous asset price process V can be replicated using S̃ and
B then there exists a unique adapted predictable process φ such that

d Vt

Bt
= φtd

S̃t

Bt

Proof. Since V , S̃ and B are all continuous processes we may apply Ito’s rule to
find

d Ṽt

Bt
= dṼt

Bt
− Ṽt

Bt

dBt

Bt

and using the fact that V can be replicated we can rewrite this as

d Ṽt

Bt
= Ṽt

Bt

(
ψS̃t

dS̃t

S̃t
+ ψBt

dBt

Bt

)
− Ṽt

Bt

dBt

Bt

= Ṽt

Bt

(
ψS̃t

dS̃t

S̃t
+ (ψBt − 1)dBt

Bt

)
but since ψS̃ + ψB = 1 this gives

d Ṽt

Bt
= Ṽt

S̃t
ψS̃t

(
dS̃t

S̃t
− S̃t

Bt

dBt

Bt

)
= Ṽt

S̃t
ψS̃t d

S̃t

Bt

which proves the existence result if we take

φt = Ṽt

S̃t
ψS̃t

Uniqueness now follows because if both φ1 and φ2 satisfy the requirements, then∫ t
0
(φ1
u − φ2

u)d
S̃u

Bu
equals zero for all t which implies that φ1

t − φ2
t equals zero for

almost all t.

We will know show how the framework developed so far can be used to price
futures.
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4 Modeling Futures

We will use the following definition.

Definition 4.1 We call m : Ω × [0, T ] → R the futures price process associated
with delivery of asset S at time T if the following holds:

• m is a semi-martingale and mT = ST

• For all previsible processes ψ the following process M is a tradeable:{
dMt = Mt

dBt

Bt
+ ψtdmt

M0 = 0
(4.1)

Notice that delivery involves the ex-dividend price, and not the price of the trade-
able S̃.
We will use the notation Mψ for the process M to remind ourselves that it de-
pends on the process ψ. Note that the process ψ in the definition above has the
interpretation of a futures trading strategy: ψt represents the number of futures
contracts in our position at time t. Our definition reflects the fact that we may
enter the futures market at any time at zero costs. What we do is to ’invest’
the proceeds of the futures strategy ψ into the so-called margin-account M which
earns the riskfree rate.
This approach is different from the usual one (see for example [2]) where margin
accounts are never taken into account explicitly. Our treatment here is inspired
by the paper by Pozdnyakov and Steele on the martingale framework for futures
pricing [6], but our definition differs from theirs. We only impose that m is such
that Mψ/B is a Q-martingale on [0, T ] (i.e. that Mψ is a tradeable in economic
parlance) and we do not need to impose any regularity conditions on m from the
start. Another difference with the approach in [6] is that we introduce a whole
collection of tradeables from the very beginning and this is completely in line with
the fact that one may enter a futures contract at any time in real life.

The following is then immediate:

Theorem 4.1 The margin account process can be replicated using a zero ex-
dividend process with pays continuous dividends equal to the futures price.

Proof. Taking φSt = ψt, φ
B
t = Mt/Bt and St = 0, DS

t = mt replicates Vt = Mt

with DV
t = 0, see equations (3.1)-(3.2).

We now set out to explore the ramifications of our definition.

Theorem 4.2 We have for all t ∈ [0, T ],

mt = EQ[ST | Ft].
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Proof. Take ψ equal to the previsible process B and define

M̃t =
Mψ
t

Bt
.

Since Mψ is a tradeable we must have that M̃ is a Q-martingale on the Brownian
filtration, and since B is of finite variation we find that

dM̃t =
dMψ

t

Bt
− Mψ

t dBt
B2
t

= ψt
dmt

Bt
= dmt

Hence m is a martingale under Q and since mT = ST we then automatically find
the result.

Notice that the last equation shows that if the number of futures in our possession
equals the bank account process (i.e. ψt = Bt for all t ∈ [0, T ]) then

Mψ
T /BT −Mψ

0 = ST −m0.

In fact, (4.1) allows the explicit solution

Mψ
t = Mψ

0 +
∫ t

0

ψue
∫ t

u
rv dvdmu

for all 0 ≤ t ≤ T . This shows why futures can be used to hedge contingent claims
based on future values of the stock price process S.

Example: Hedging using futures.
If we want to hedge a contingent claim X ∈ FT then the price process Ct of this
claim should satisfy

Ct = φSt St + φBt Bt

dCt = φSt dSt + φBt dBt

for certain predictable processes φS and φB . If we want to use the future on S
with delivery time T instead of the asset S itself, we can use the tradeable Mψ so
we would like to have

Ct = Mψ
t + ξBt Bt

dCt = dMψ
t + ξBt dBt

for a certain predictable processes ξB . But using our definition of a marigin account
this gives

dCt = Mt
dBt

Bt
+ ψtdmt + ξBt dBt

= Ct
dBt

Bt
+ ψtdmt
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and we recognize in this equation the usual formulation of the dynamics of a
hedging strategy involving futures, without marigin accounts. Ito calculus then
gives that

dCt

Bt
= ψt

Bt
dmt (4.2)

while

ξBt = Ct

Bt
− M̃ψ

t

from which the strategies ψ and ξB can be derived using martingale representation
theorems. For example, in the Black-Scholes case where under Q

d St

Bt
= St

Bt
σ dWt

we find using the previous theorem that

mt = EQ[ST | Ft] = StBT /Bt

dmt = BT d
St

Bt

but in the Black-Scholes case

dCt

Bt
= f(St, t)d St

Bt

for a certain function f which can be calculated explicitly in the Black-Scholes
Model (the so-called contingent claim Delta value). So (4.2) shows that the correct
hedging strategy using futures is given by

ψt = Bt

BT
f(St, t)

5 Conclusions

We have shown how dividends and futures can be modeled consistently within
the framework of tradeable securities. At some points in the derivations we made
explicit use of the strong properties (for example, continuity) of martingales on a
Brownian filtrations. An obvious interesting research direction would be a gener-
alization to other filtrations, for example those generated by jump-diffusions, and
we hope to address such questions in future work.
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